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Executive Summary 

With the best weekly gain (finally after 7 weeks into 2016) this year all seems apparently well in the world of finance. 

Or does it? In this update we go through the regular charts and continue to show possible downside and upside 

targets. In addition, we present an alternate (more bearish) long term count, which would suggest a much larger 

market correction is around the corner than most would anticipate: forewarned is forearmed. 

 

Short term (days) things appear in favor of the bulls, as already expected last week, and we may see mid-to high 

1900s before all is said and done in the coming days and weeks. However, a lower low below today’s low at SPX1902 

first would not be out of the question and rather an ideal setup to go long on. The past 2 days appear namely and 

simple too easy, and mostly the market never is anything but easy.  

 

Our long term charts remains very bearish, while the short term charts are somewhat improving. VIX is racing to the 

bottom as fast as it can suggesting indeed all is well in “lalaland”, while all major indices are down YTD and have 

failed to make higher highs and higher lows for a very long term. 

 

Shorter term it appears many traders are betting on the downside, and it may already be a too crowded a place; but 

nothing too extreme yet. 

 

 

This is a bear market.  
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Elliot wave update: short term 

Over a week ago, we provided an intra-day alert mere minutes after the SPX1810 low was struck. Since, the market 

added over 100p. Yes, we don’t provide such updates often as we want to ensure they are as solid and accurate as 

possible. While, the market exceeded our 1910 target from last week by 26p, we still think we did a pretty good job 

of forecasting what to expect.   

Last week, we were 90% confident major a had bottomed, and now with this 121p rally behind us, we place it at 99% 

(one can never be entirely certain in the market, so this is as certain as it gets). Orginally we though the waves were 

of a minute degree, but given the size of the advance we upraded them to minor degree. We can count 5 waves up 

to the SPX1931 high, with wave 2 and 4 beig 14 and 13p, respectively Since that high the SPX has sofar retraced 29p, 

which clearly puts the decline in another wave degree: intermediate b.  

Figure 1. SPX hourly chart: intermediate b of major b underway 

 

At SPX1902.17 the S&P500 bottomed 5c above the ideal 23.6% retrace of the SPX1810.10 low to SPX1930.68 high. 

(see Table 1 next page) Yes, that’s how accurate the market is, and it shows that Fib-extensions and retracements 

are not to be second guessed with: they work. However, the retrace is not off the depth we’d expected and kind of 

feels “too easy”; meaning that a rally from here doesn’t “punish” most market participants. Hence, although going 

out on a hunch here, it appears a lower low is needed before intermediate c can take hold.  

Although not shown here, the advance off the SPX1902 low on Friday was rather messy with overlapping wave: 

1902->1915, 1915->1908, 1908->1919, 1919->1912. The 1918.78 high came close to the 61.8% retrace, table 1, and 

may have satisfied minor b. Though 1924 is still possible as well. We’ll know more on Monday. Watch these levels!  

Table 1: Wave tracker for intermediate b. Left: intermediate a retrace levels. Right: possible minor b targets 
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Market update. 

Last week we showed all the positive divergences in the daily TIs, and the none-ideal A.I. buy signal (green dotted 

vertical line), which led to the recent 126p rally, surpassing our highest upside target by 26p; yes bear rallies can be 

quite something. Price has now stalled at the descending orange trend line and 38.2% retrace, while momentum (as 

per the MACD histogram) is still increasing and the TIs are still pointing up suggesting higher prices in the next few 

days. However, although this may look very similar to the October 2015 rally, note the difference in Bollinger Band 

set up (not expanding), and the fact that back then was an ideal A.I. buy signal (impulse wave, solid green vertical 

line), and now it’s none-ideal (b-wave). Continued next page. 

Figure 2. SPX daily TI chart. All TIs pointing back up. Price stopped at 1st resistance, but has upside momentum. 

 

A.I buy/sell indicator 
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In addition, the FTSO and A.I. are now in overbought territory, and from which an ideal A.I. sell signal can occur. Price 

remains above the 20d SMA: short term uptrend, but well-below the intermediate to long term SMAs (50d to 200d 

SMAs). That’s simple not bullish (more about that on page 9).  

The daily DOW TI chart below shows the lack of strength even better, as clearly the Bollinger Bands are not 

expanding, but their “width” remains the same. This can always change, but it certainly doesn’t resemble how the 

BBs behaved during the October 2015 rally. Also here, price stalled at a descending trend line and 38.2% retrace 

level. It appears though we could expect a retest of the upper two trend lines, which would point to a mid-March 

high. For now, that’s speculation, but it wouldn’t surprise us. Please note that the A.I.’s TIs are now all >80, and can 

thus give an ideal sell signal from here on out: all TIs move down at the same time and <80.  

Figure 3. DOW daily chart. Price advance not that strong per the Bollinger Bands, A.I. can give an ideal sell signal. 

 

 

 

 

A.I buy/sell indicator 
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On the weekly SPX chart, nothing has changed since last week. The TIs are still a mess, and not giving any loud and 

clear buy signals. Price managed to close just above the 100w SMA, but is still below the critical SPX1950 level. Our 

path forward -as already penciled out weeks ago- remains still in play, and we see no reason to change it. In fact the 

weak TIs all point towards it being the correct path.  

Figure 4. SPX weekly TI chart. Nothing has changed to reconsider the weeks old “Path forward.” 

 

 

 

 

A.I buy/sell indicator 
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Alternate Count and Big Picture view 

We’ve shown for weeks now the analogy with 2008, and it has worked rather well (even the recent public update 

suggesting a high of SPX1931 worked to the T). From that work we found that the February low goes inside with the 

Cycle wave A of super cycle 2 low (mid-March 2008). Translated to the current count of a recent Cycle 1 high the 

February low was then Primary A and not major a. This puts us now into Primary B and not major b. We actually give 

the preferred count and this alternate “one wave degree higher” count equal odds. Why? Forewarned is forearmed. 

It would mean the market is gearing up for “the big one down” rather sooner than later… Something, many are not 

prepared for it seems, see for example the VIX (page 10), and as such it could very well happen as the market takes 

everybody down, but nobody back up.  

We’ve sported this alternate count on the NDX below.  

Figure 5. NDX weekly price chart. Alternate count: price is now in Primary B. 

 

 

There’s an even another more bearish count, but that’s a 2nd alternate and we thus put it on the back burner for 

now until proven otherwise. Namely, in Elliot Wave there are always many counts possible, but one should only 

focus on the two most probable to not get too confused by all the other –often rather construed- counts. That’s why 

we use TIs, TA and other tools to come to the most logical and likely count. The mere fact we’ve been nailing all 

market turns rather well this year speaks for that fact.  

 

 

 

 

 

http://investingintelligent.com/2016/02/15/2001-and-2008-all-over-again/
http://investingintelligent.com/2016/02/15/2001-and-2008-all-over-again/
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To further show the “true” state of the market we wanted to focus on the NYA. In Figure 6 we show the NYA without 

any wave count, but only with long term (important) trend lines, as well as a few shorter term. What we can see 

instantly is that price has fallen well-below the blue uptrend channel it has been in since 2009 to 2015. That by itself 

is bearish enough. However, not only that, price is inside downward sloping trend channels (white), and failed to 

reclaim the 2007 price high(purple horizontal line), as well as the 2008 secondary high (white horizontal line). It is 

even below the lower yellow trend line. It found support at the green trend line and that’s about it. A break below 

that trendline would target NYA6750-6500: 30% BELOW current prices (blue bars). Translated to the S&P500 that’s 

SPX1340ish… 

 

Figure 6. NYA weekly price chart. Price has dropped below many important LT trendlines. What once was support 

may now act as resistance. 

 

What this chart tells us is things are not well in the market and the big 3 (SPX, DOW, NAZ), being held up by many 

momo-stocks, are bound to follow the NYA. In addition, all the long term trend lines that once were support will 

now most likely act as resistance. Pick any of these lines and it shows the bulls have a very stiff headwind ahead of 

them if they want to reclaim any of these. A start would be the 2007 high.  
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Market breadth 

NYMO (McClellan Oscillator) ended the week, like last week, positive; meaning more stocks continue to advance vs 

decline. This is (short term) bullish. The Summation Index (SI) of NYMO (NYSI) thus also continues to advance, like in 

early 2008, which is also one the reason we believe the market may be in Primary B and not major a. However, the 

lower price low was confirmed by a lower SI as well, meaning that we still are in a down trend. Once we see a lower 

price but higher SI, like in March 2009, we then can be more confident something much more bullish has started. 

This confirmation strongly suggests a bounce only currently, in line with all other charts. 

Figure 7. NYMO also ended this week positive and the SI is thus increasing, both after positive divergences  

 

 

 

 

Lower price low 
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Miscellaneous  

Our long term simple moving averages chart (LT-SMA), which takes away the daily noise of price, remains >95% 

bearish, especially and also since price is well below all SMAs. The short term SMAs chart on the other hand, is not 

too surprisingly improving as the SPX just rallied 100p. However, and clearly, also the ST chart is not very bullish as 

most SMAs are below the bench mark (dotted) SMA, pointing down, and price is somewhere in the middle and not 

above. For easy comparison we added below how a bullish chart for each would look like: price above all SMAs, all 

SMAs pointing up including the benchmark SMA, and all SMAs are above this benchmark SMA. Clearly the current 

charts are fully very bearish. It simple doesn’t get any simpler than this. Of course, the charts can change at any 

moment going forward, as charts don’t predict the future. But what they tell us now, and we need to listen to that 

is that long term things are bearish, short term we’re looking up. That’s all there is to it. 

Figure 7. LT-SMA chart remains very bearish.                         ST-SMA chart improving  

 

This is how a bullish LT SMA chart looks like, and this is how a bullish ST SMAs chart looks like: everything points up! 

 

 

  

The “Ebola scare” correction 

in 2014 didn’t even register 

on the LT chart! 
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Last week we already forecasted “VIX should move lower”. And indeed, VIX keeps dropping like a stone, as if all is 

well in lalaland… Support remains, as forecasted last week in the low $20s, 2nd lowest green trend line, but VIX may 

want to even seek out the lower trend line now at $16. Given that the S&P500 is still >10% below its ATH, and several 

other indices (such as the NYA shown here) are even further along, the low VIX suggest complacency. In other terms, 

the VIX is moving towards levels at which normally new ATHs are formed, not when markets are down double digit 

% YTD … 

Figure 8. VIX daily chart: moving lower as predicted 

 

Note shown here, but the $CPCE chart (options only put/call ratio; which at extreme readings is a contrarian 

indicator) raced towards 0.87, which is getting a bit “frothy” on the put side, as now many more option puts are in 

place then calls. Nothing extreme yet, but rather high given that the market is only a few points below its high made 

on Thursday. Hence, from this perspective it appears further upside is needed to “punish” all these puts. 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 

This is not trading advice, but for informational purposes only.  


